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 Background

We have estimates of the age specific smoking initiation and smoking cessation rates in California over the 1990-1999 period,
and estimates of these rates in the US as a whole. Additionally, we have adjusted these rates so that they are equal to the California rates in 1989. These rates provide factual and counterfactual smoking behavioral relationships in California over the
1990-1999 period in the presence of and in the absence of California's Tobacco Control Program (TCP). However, in fact, the
consequences of smoking, in terms of medical resources attributable to smoking, cases of smoking attributable diseases, health
status, person years of life saved, and the value of years of life saved, take a life time to be revealed. So, to estimate the value
generated by California's TCP we need to estimate the full life consequences to California residents operating with smoking
behaviors obtained with and without California's TCP.
We estimated these results by simulating the life-time outcomes for California's 1990 residents twice, once using the observed
smoking initiation and quitting rates and once using the adjusted national smoking initiation and quitting rates. We then compared the outcomes from the two simulations and attributed the estimated difference to California's Tobacco Control Program.
The basic information for this evaluation is: (1) a description of the California population, a sample, describing the age and
smoking behavior of its residents in the base year 1990; (2) age specific estimates of the smoking initiation and quit rates over the
decade of the nineties; (3) models to estimate probabilities of relevant events--death, disease, health status, and costs (given
disease status) in the simulations, and random processes to convert the probabilities into events determining the calculation of the
comparative simulated outcomes. We seek to estimate the distribution of the population's simulated outcome arising from the
different smoking conditions and the random processes. However, owing to the large standard errors when the TCP evaluation is
based directly on the California 1990 tobacco sample, we adopted a cell-replication design to represent that sample. The purpose
of this appendix is to explain how we went about obtaining results from this comparative simulation design.
The following notation will help provide structure to the argument: Xs denotes a vector of the relevant characteristics of individuals in the sample describing the California population in the base year of the simulations; Y[s] denotes an outcome over the
simulation based on sample observations; w[s] denotes the number of people in the population represented by sample observation s; and Ns is the number of observations in the sample. If the sample were used as the basis for comparing the simulations,
the expected value of the outcome Y[s] is estimated by Ybar[s]. The estimate of the variance of Ybar[s] is estimated by
IS 2 MYbar @sD. We can calculate Y[s], but how do we estimate Ybar[s]? We can calculate S 2 for the population from the sample,
but how do we estimate S 2 Ybar @sD ?

In more detail, then, a principal purpose of this appendix is to address these questions

efficiently and by addressing questions efficiently I mean for the calculation effort expended--that is, how do we create minimum
variance estimates of the distribution of outcome in the population.
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 A Computer Experiment

Our strategy is to reformulate the information in the sample into a designed computer experiment and to estimate the answers
sought from the experiment. Then, to transfer the knowledge back to the sample, which is then used to estimate the distribution
of outcome in the population (Santner, Williams, Notz, 2003). To accomplish this, we construct a design representation of the
population as described by the sample. We partition the space describing the relevant population characteristics into Nc disjoint
cells. Then we represent the individuals in each cell with a prototypical individual with characteristics Xi , i=1,...Nc. Since any
sample member will be subjected to the random processes required by simulations, understanding the distribution of outcome
resulting from these processes requires replications of each prototypical individual in each cell i. Let J[i] denote the number of
replications in cell i. The term w[i] is the number of people in the population represented by cell i. It is estimated by counting up
the weights attached to the sample members who would occupy cell i. SYbar @X @iDD is the standard deviation of the average
outcome score for cell i. It is estimated by
2
SYbar @X @iDD = ÚNc
i=1 HY@X@iDD - Ybar@X@iDDL  HJ@iD HJ@iD - 1LL.

Make J[i] simulations, calculate Ybar[X[i]] and IS 2 MYbar @X @iDD. The product of w[i] and IS 2 MYbar @X @iDD estimates the variance of
the outcome score in the population derived from cell i.
2
The term SqrtAÚNc
i=1 w@iD IS MYbar @X@iDDE is the estimate of the total standard deviation of the outcome score in the

population represented by the designed computer experiment. If C denotes the total number of simulations to be made in the
experiment, one for each replication in the design, how many replications should be made in each cell so as to minimize the
estimate of the variance in the distribution of outcome in the population?
Theorem: On the efficient allocation of replications in a computer experiment.
The efficient allocation of C replications across the Nc cells follows from choosing the number of replications for each
cell, J[i], according to cell i's fraction of the total standard deviation of the outcome score in the population. That is,
J[i] = C

`
w@iD S @iD  ÚNc
i=1

`
w@iD S@iD.

Proof:
Since each cell i is represented by a single replication's description Xi , we can suppress the dependence of outcome on
characteristics. The estimate of the average and variance of the population outcome from cell i is given by equations [1] and [2]:
[1]
Ybar in Population = â Hw@iD Ybar@iDL  â w@iD
Nc

Nc

i=1

i=1

[2]
IS2 Min Population =

â
Nc

w@iD IS 2 MYbar @iD

i=1

where:

Ybar[i] = ÚJ@iD
j=1 Y@i, jD  J@iD;
S 2 @iD = ÚJ@iD
j=1

HY@i,jD-Ybar@iDL2
-1+J@iD

IS 2 MYbar @iD = S 2 @iD /J[i]

.; and
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where:

Ybar[i] = ÚJ@iD
j=1 Y@i, jD  J@iD;
S 2 @iD = ÚJ@iD
j=1

HY@i,jD-Ybar@iDL2
-1+J@iD

.; and

IS 2 MYbar @iD = S 2 @iD /J[i]
To simplify the exposition, assume S 2 @iD is estimated independent of the J[i] determination process. For example, a two step
estimation of IS 2 MYbar @iD is made. First, with a relatively small sample, S 2 @iD is estimated for the purpose of understanding how

replications should be allocated to cells, and then IS 2 MYbar @iD is estimated with the J[i] replications for the purpose of furthering
the outcome analysis.
The Lagrangian of the variance minimization expresses the objective function, the variance arising in the Nc cells, subject to the
conditions that the sum of the replications in all the cells equals the number of calculations C and that the sum of the weights in
the cells equals the population size. The Lagrangian is as follows:

L = ÚNc
i=1

Nc
+ Λ I- C + ÚNc
i=1 J@iDM + Μ I- P + Úi=1 w@iDM

w@iD S2 @iD
J@iD

The optimization problem is to minimize L

over the choice of the set J[i].

Taking the partial derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to J[i], and setting it to zero yields the first of the first order conditions for the estimate of the variance of outcome,
@3D Λ -

w@iD S@iD2
J@iD2

=0

Taking the partial derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to the first constraint, Λ, and setting it to zero yields the second of the
first order conditions for the estimate of the variance of outcome,
[4] - C + ÚNc
i=1 J@iD=0
and taking the partial derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to the second constraint, Μ, and setting it to zero yields the third
of the first order conditions for the estimate of the variance of outcome,
[5] - P + ÚNc
i=1 w@iD = 0.
Equation [3] actually represents Nc first order conditions of the form
[6]

Λ=

S2 @iD w@iD
J@iD2

,

which all have the following solution for the optimal number of replications, J[i],

4
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@7D

SolveAJ@iD2 - H1  ΛL S2 @iD w@iD  0, J@iDE
S2 @iD

::J@iD ® -

w@iD

>, :J@iD ®

S2 @iD

Λ

w@iD

>>

Λ

Accepting the positive valued solution with a positive square root yields equation [8],

[8]

J@iD =

w@iD

S@iD

.

Λ

Now incorporate the second of the first order conditions, equation [4], ÚNc
i=1 J@iD = C, into the analysis. Substituting the
solution for J[i] into equation [4], obtains equation [9],
@9D

-C+â
Nc

w@iD

0
Λ

i=1

which can be solved for

S@iD

Λ,

@10D
=â
Nc

Λ

w@iD

i=1

Substitute this solution for

S@iD

C

Λ back into the solution for J[i] (equation [8]) and we have proved our theorem,

[11] J@iD = C I w@iD S@iD  ÚNc
i=1

w@iD S@iDM.
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 An algorithm to determine the optimal number of representations in a cell.

`
The estimation of J[i] requires estimates of w[i] and S [i]. By adding up the weights of every one in the sample represented by
cell i we estimate w[i]. That is,
[12] w[i] = ÚJ@iD
j=1 w[s|s Ε i].
Take a reasonable, but small number of replications for every cell. Perhaps 30. Conduct the simulations for each cell and from
the resulting outcome measures, estimate S[i] with the use of equations [1] and [2].
Based on these estimates for w[i] and S[i], for every i, compute

w@iD S@iD and ÚNc
i=1

w@iD S@iD, and then the

fraction of the contribution of cell i to the standard deviation in the total outcome, fJ[i], is given by equation [13].

[13] fJ[i] =

w@iD S@iD
ÚNc
i=1

w@iD

.

S@iD

Having decided to make C calculations and hence requiring C replications, the number for cell i is simply the product of fJ[i] and
C,
[14] J[i] = fJ[i] C.
 How many calculations, C, should be made?

Let us assume that at the end of the analysis we desire a coefficient of variation (Σ/Μ) to have an estimated value (S/Ybar) equal
to Α. The coefficient of variation, estimated by JIS2 Min Population N

12

/ Ybarin Population, where these terms are given by

equations [2] and [1], respectively.
From estimates of equation [2],
2
[15] HS̀ Lin Population = ÚNc
i=1 Iw@iD S @iD  J@iDM,
2

substitute in the value of J[i ] from equation [11]]. The variance in the population is given by equation [16],
[16] IS2 Min Population

2
= ÚNc
i=1 Iw@iD S @iDM 

w@iD
ÚNc
i=1

S@iD

C .

w@iD S@iD

Simplify, and then solve for C.
2
C = IÚNc
i=1 I w@iD S@iDMM  IS Min Population
2

The coefficient of variation, denoted by Α, is estimated by HS̀Lin Population /Ybar

the [17]

2
2
C = KÚNc
i=1 I w@iD S@iDM  IΑ Ybarin Population M
2

 An algorithm to determine the required number of calculations.

in population
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An algorithm to determine the required number of calculations.

`
The w[i] values are data and the initial estimates of S [i] and Ybar[i] are obtained from the initial experiment.
ing equation [1] yields an estimate of Ybar in Population (=

ÚJ@iD
j=1 [w[i]

Ybar[i] ). For a given value of Α, C is calculated from

equation [17] and distributed among the Nc cells according to equation [14].



Employ-
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 An analysis of the designed computer experiment. A transformation of the experiment information into sample knowledge.

At this point assume the computer experiment has been conducted and we have obtained a vector of average outcomes for the
cells, Ybar[i], and a vector of the standard deviations in outcome for the cells, SYbar @iD}. The task now is to transform these
statistics about the computer experiment into knowledge about the sample that can be used to estimate knowledge about the
population.
We relate the statistics from the computer experiment with a multiplicative heteroscedastic regression model. This is the
specification examined in depth by Harvey (1976), but our formulation is different because Harvey had no estimates of the
variance of Ybar[i] and we do. And, accordingly, our results will differ from his. The model has the form specified by equation
[18],
[18] Ybar@iD = X@iD Β + Ε@iD
E[Ε [i] Ε [i]'] =Σ2 @iD =
= Exp[Z[i]Γ]=Exp[Γ0] Exp[Z1[i] Γ1] ...Exp[Zp[i]Γp]
= Σ0 2 @iD Exp[Z1[i] Γ1] ...Exp[Zp[i]Γp]
= Σ0 2 @iD Exp[Z*[i] Γ* ]
for all i, where:
X[i] is a row vector, 1 x P, of the P descriptive characteristics of the prototypical member of cell i,
Β is a vector of length P,
Γ is a vector of length K, and
Ε [i] is a random variable indicating the difference between cell [i]'s
average outcome and the cell i's expected outcome, given its
characteristics, X[i].
If MΕ is a vector of the cell's random variables, MYbar is a vector of the cell average outcomes, MX is a Nc by P matrix of the
cell characteristics, relevant to describing Ybar and MZ is a Nc by K matrix of the cell characteristics relevant to describing the
variance in Ybar, then the expected value vector, variance-covariance matrix, and estimate of the variance-covariance matrix is
given by equations [19a], [19b], and [19c] respectively,
[19a]

E[MΕ ]=0 ; and

[19b] E[MΕ MΕ ']=
Exp@Z@i = 1DΓ],

0,

... ,

0

0 , Exp@Z@i = 2DΓ],

... ,

0

S =[

].
0,

[19c]

0 , ... , Exp@Z@i = NcD ΓD

M IS 2 MYbar = Y =
IS 2 MYbar [X[i=1]], 0

, ... ,

0 ,IS MYbar [X[i=2]], ... ,
2

=[
0,

0
0

0, ... , IS 2 MYbar [X[i=Nc]]

].

Since estimates of the variance are known, generalized least squares provides minimum variance estimates b of Β.
[20] b = (X[i]' Y-1 X[i]) (X[i]' Y-1 Y[i]).

7

[19b] E[MΕ MΕ ']=
8
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Exp@Z@i = 1DΓ],

0,

... ,

0

0 , Exp@Z@i = 2DΓ],

... ,

0

S =[

].
0,

[19c]

0 , ... , Exp@Z@i = NcD ΓD

M IS 2 MYbar = Y =
IS 2 MYbar [X[i=1]], 0

, ... ,

0 ,IS 2 MYbar [X[i=2]], ... ,

=[
0,

0
0

0, ... , IS 2 MYbar [X[i=Nc]]

].

Since estimates of the variance are known, generalized least squares provides minimum variance estimates b of Β.
[20] b = (X[i]' Y-1 X[i]) (X[i]' Y-1 Y[i]).
We turn now to the estimation of the Γ coefficients. Based on the estimates b of Β, an observed error in the model for Ybar[i] is
given by
[21]

e[i] = Ybar[i] - X[i] b.

The logarithm of the square of this observed error is the estimate of the variance for an observation, which by the postulated
multiplicative heteroscedastic model, is
[22]

Log[ e@iD2 ] = Z[i] Γ + Ν[i].

In our case, we have an estimate of this variance, so equation [21] can be expressed as equation [22],
[23] Log[ IS 2 MYbar [ i ]] = Z[i] Γ + Ν[i].
Let c denote the least squares estimator of Γ. c is given by equation [24],
[24]

c = HZ ' ZL-1 Z' Log[ IS 2 MYbar [ i ]].

We now examine the characteristics of this estimator. Our analysis is similar to that of Harvey (1976), though somewhat
simpler because the dependent variable, Log[ IS 2 MYbar [ i ]], is observed. From equation [17], Z[i] Γ = Log Σ2 @iD. After substituting into equation [23], and solving for the error term, we have equation [25],
[25]

Ν[i] = Log[ IS 2 MYbar [ i ]] - ln Σ2 @iD= Log [ IS 2 MYbar [ i ]] / Σ2 @iD]

Under the assumption that the deviations from the means of a cell are Normal, Log [ IS 2 MYbar [ i ]] / Σ2 @iD] is distributed as the
natural logarithm of a Chi-Squared distribution with J[i] degrees of freedom divided by J[i] (recall J[i] are the number of observations in cell [i]) the error term v[i] is so distributed.

Ybar
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We now examine the characteristics of this estimator. Our analysis
is similar
to thatthrough
of Harvey
(1976),
though somewhat
2
2
simpler because the dependent variable, Log[ IS MYbar [ i ]], is observed. From equation [17], Z[i] Γ = Log Σ @iD. After substitut-

ing into equation [23], and solving for the error term, we have equation [25],
[25]

Ν[i] = Log[ IS 2 MYbar [ i ]] - ln Σ2 @iD= Log [ IS 2 MYbar [ i ]] / Σ2 @iD]

Under the assumption that the deviations from the means of a cell are Normal, Log [ IS 2 MYbar [ i ]] / Σ2 @iD] is distributed as the
natural logarithm of a Chi-Squared distribution with J[i] degrees of freedom divided by J[i] (recall J[i] are the number of observations in cell [i]) the error term v[i] is so distributed.
The expected value of the Logarithm of a Chi-Squared with one degree of freedom equals -1.27036.
Integrate@ Log@xD PDF@ChiSquareDistribution @1D, xD, 8x, 0, Infinity<D
- EulerGamma - Log@2D
N@%D
- 1.27036

By subtracting the expected value of the error from the constant, c0, and from the error v[i], we obtain,
@26D

E@cD = Γ + HZ ' ZL-1 Z ' E@Log@v@iDDD
= Γ + HZ ' ZL-1 Z ' H- 1.27036L

which implies
@27D


E@cD = @c - 1.27036 iD =
= Γ + HZ ' ZL-1 Z ' E@Log@v@iD - 1.27036DD
= Γ

where i = {1,0,...,0}', of length P.
The variance of a random variable distributed as the logarithm of a Chi-Squared with one degree of freedom has a value
equal to

Π2
2

, which equals 4.9348.

@28D IntegrateA

H Log@xD - H- EulerGamma - Log@2DLL2 PDF@ChiSquareDistribution @1D, xD, 8x, 0, Infinity<E

Π2
2
N@%D
4.9348


The variance of c is given by equation [29],
[29] V[c] = V AHZ ' ZL-1 Z ' HZ Γ + v@iDLE
= HZ ' ZL-1 HZ ' V @v@iD]Z) HZ ' ZL-1
= HZ ' ZL-1 4.9348

10
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 Applying the cell analysis to the sample

We turn now to use the estimated models to estimate the mean outcome and its variance, given the sample data.. Let X[s] and
Z[s] describe the relevant model characteristics with a sample member s. We wish to forecast the distribution of the average
outcome for sample member s and its variance. The average outcome forecast for sample member s is given by equation [30],
`
[30] Y bar@sD = X@sD b + Ε@sD,
where Ε [s] is the forecast error. The Gauss-Markov theorem insures that the minimum variance linear unbiased estimator of the
`
forecasted average outcome for sample member s , Y bar[s], is given by equation [31],
`
`
[31] Y bar@sD = X@sD b .
Let S 2 forcast denote an estimate of the variance in the forecast error. Based on the cell data, we estimate the variance of the
forecast error with equation [32],
`2
2
`
[32] S forcast error = ÚNc
i=1 I- b X@iD + Y bar@iDM /(Nc-1).
The estimate of the variance of the mean of a sample observation, given X[s], is based on the models estimated and the sample
`2
information. Let
HS̀ LYbar [ s ] represent the estimate of the variance of a forcasted value of Ybar based on sample data.
This variance should be the sum of the estimated variance of Ybar, given sample data, plus the variance of the forecast error.
`2
The expression for HS̀ LYbar [ s ], simply combines the predicted value of the estimate of the variance of Ybar and the average
forecast error calculated with equation [32],
`2
`2
[33] E[ HS̀ LYbar [ s ]]= E[Exp[Z[s] Γ + v[s]] + S forcast error
`2

= E[Exp[Z[s] c ]] + S forcast error =
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 An example of a model specification

To illustrate the ideas developed above, we offer an example of a specification for the model presented by equation [18]. The
specification of X[i] might be described by equation [34] :
[34] X[i] ={1, X1@iD, X1@iD2 , X1@iD3 , X22@iD, X23@iD, X3@iD, X4@iD, X5@iD<;
Β = 8Β0 , Β11, Β12 , Β13 , Β22 , Β23 , Β3 , Β4, Β5< ';
and the individual X elements are defined as follows:
X1=age;
X2={1/0} according as observation is an {ever-smoker in 1990/otherwise};
X22={1/0} according as observation is a {former smoker in 1990/otherwise};
X23={1/0} according as observation is a {current smoker in 1990/otherwise};
X3=start age of a current or former smoker in 1990;
X4=quit age of a former smoker in 1990;
X5=cigarettes smoked per day,Modulo 1/2.
and the specification of the Z might be:
[35]

Z[i]= {1, X1[i], X1[i], X2[i], X4[ i], X5[i]}

and accordingly, Γ = {Γ0, Γ11, Γ12, Γ2, Γ4, Γ5}'.
 The Evaluation of the Program with sample knowledge.

Having estimated the average outcome and its variance for every sample member, the TCP program is then evaluated. The
outcome in the population is estimated from the sample data with equation [36],
@36D

`
`
Yin Population = ÚNs
s=1 Y bar@sD w@sD,

and the variance of the outcome in the population is estimated from the sample data with equation [37],
[37] IS2 Min Population =

`2
2
ÚNs
s=1 w@sD HS̀ LYbar @sD.

In fact, since we have many different outcomes of interest, a particular one must be choosen to determine the design structure.
We choose years of life saved and the design criteria.

11
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 Optimum allocation of simulation calculations.

1. Allocate 30 replications to each cell, generate the simulation outcomes, and estimate the average and variance of these cell
outcomes, Ybar[i] and S 2 @iD , for each cell.
2. Compute w[i] for each cell.
3. Estimate the set {Ji} of replications per cell.

The following algorithm is then implemented to obtain a simulation result.

 1. Model Ybar[i]
 2. Model HSLYbar @iD
 3. Estimate the average outcomes in the sample, based on cell data.
 4. Estimate the variance of the average outcomes in the sample, based on cell data.
 5. Estimate the average outcomes in the population, based on sample data.
 6. Estimate the variance of the average outcomes in the population, based on sample data.


7. Report the point and interval estimates of the outcomes attributable to TCP.
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 Implementation of the cell-replication design.

In the study at hand, a cell is described with five values in 1990:
X1=age, range 1 to 90 ;
X2=smoking status 1,2,3;
X3=start age 11 to 22 ;
X4=quit age 20 to 90 ; and
X5=smk packs/day 0 to5/2, in units of 1/2 packs per day, 0-1/2, 1/2-1,...

13
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